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LINLV EGG 401X
Introduction to Rocket Physics I
Due:November 15,2A2I
Instructor : Dr. Michael Pravica
ln all cases, show your work for full credit (20 points possible).

1. (5 points) An astronaut visiting Mars communicates with Mission Controi on Earth. He requests
guided help to perform a necessary task. What is the time difference between when he asks his
question and when he received a response? Assume that Mars and the Earth are collinear with and on

the same side as the sun, i.e. use the shortest distance between the two planets.
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2. (5 points) An electric dipole antenna is placed on the roof of a house to detect TV signals. If the
antenna is 1.2 m long in total length, calculate the frequency of electromagnet radiation that it will
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3. (5 points) A technician detects the electric field from an isotropic source that is 22kmaway and finds
that E'*': 55 mV/m. What is the average power of the source?
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4. (5 points) Wavelengths of light from a distant galaxy are found to be 0.5% longer than the _:
corresponding wavelengths measured in a terrestrial laboratory. Is the galaxy approaching freceding )
from the Earth? At what speed? t
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